WELCOME
Welcome to the  CSUN Student Film
Showcase The films you will see tonight were
completed in the senior level course of the
Department of Cinema and Television Arts and
are the capstone projects This culminating
experience decreases the gap between academic
training and the rigors of the professional world
It also gives the advanced film student an
opportunity to produce a mm or mm motion
picture of substance
All of the films were written produced and
directed by students in the Film Production
Option under the guidance of the film production
faculty with funding provided by the California
State University Northridge Associated Students
Instructionally Related Activities Fund and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association
The students must raise any additional monies needed and are given the creative
freedom to produce what they wish It is their persistence and tireless dedication
that we salute with this screening For most of the filmmakers honored tonight this
will be the first public presentation of their work Your response to their projects will
be the first test of their endeavors

Please sit back and enjoy the show and afterwards join us for a reception and live
music in the lobby

Professor Nate Thomas
Head Film Production Option
Director CSUN Student Film Showcase

Welcome

The Film Production Option is proud to acknowledge our continued association with
the Hollywood Foreign Press Association with the recent opening of the Hollywood
Foreign Press Association Senior Film Edit Suite This suite in Manzanita Hall houses
a digital stateoftheart AVID Adrenaline editing system We are also proud of our
new relationship developed this year with Arriflex Cameras
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A Few Words Regarding
Cinema Television Arts and Life
“The fact is I am quite happy in a movie even a bad movie Other people so I have read
treasure memorable moments in their lives: the time one climbed the Parthenon at sun
rise the summer night one met a lonely girl in Central Park and achieved with her a sweet
and natural relationship as they say in books I too once met a girl in Central Park but it is
not much to remember What I remember is the time John Wayne killed three men with a
carbine as he was falling to the dusty street in Stagecoach and the time the kitten found
Orson Welles in the doorway in The Third Man”
—Walker Percy The Moviegoer ( )
This famous literary passage speaks of the primal allure of the movies But according to critic
Pauline Kael that basic allure can be reduced to four words: Kiss Kiss Bang Bang It is this appeal
that attracts us and ultimately what makes us despair when we begin to understand how seldom
movies are more than this
On occasions such as this evening therefore hope is palpably in the air that not only will primitive
viewing pleasures be provided but also that the more elevated artistic aspirations for filmmaking
will be realized The talents that make this possible are a combination of the student’s inherent
grace and hard work While the Department of Cinema and Television Arts cannot endow these
attributes it can within the framework of a liberal arts university education provide a learning
environment in which the felicities of grace and hard work will be recognized nurtured and re
warded
In attempting to create this learning environment––even while being currently constrained by
diminished financial resources––the Department of Cinema and Television Arts continues to rejoice
in its Manzanita Hall residence an acclaimed  million building designed by internationally
recognized architect Robert AM Stern dean of Yale University’s School of Architecture (and
architect of the Disney Animation Building)
Symbolized by this magnificent building aspects of this physical and creative environment include:
• modern richly equipped television and film studios and a multimedia laboratory;

Welcome

• the CSUN Cinematheque––at the Alan and Elaine Armer Theater a pristine  seat screen
ing facility––which is the only yearround film exhibition program of its kind in the San
Fernando Valley;
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• the Gallery of Film Poster Art currently featuring the celebrated Mike Kaplan Collection of
vintage motion picture posters and movie art the only permanent university gallery in the
United States devoted to the movie poster
With these amenities––given the dedication of the students—the CTVA faculty at California State
University Northridge (formally detailing its mission at wwwCinemaAndTelevisioncom) is pre
pared to engage its prospective filmmakers with equal grace hard work and hope

Sincerely
Dr John Schultheiss
Chair Cinema and Television Arts

Film Showcase
:   :  PM

Welcome
Sinbad Introduction

Here and Then ( min)
Eagle Spirit ( min)
The Wounded Man ( min)
Street  ( min)
––Viewer Discretion Advised––

Cinematheque Awards
Acknowledgment of Sponsors

Reception
:   :  PM

Program

Closing Remarks
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Sinbad’s name recalls the literary legend that symbolizes strength adventure and
optimism Born in Benton Harbor Michigan Sinbad grew up telling jokes to his
three brothers and two sisters

2005 Showcase Host

His first love was basketball and he won a basketball scholarship to the University
of Denver where with his flaming red hair he was called Red Chamberlain He was
on his way to becoming AllAmerican and thought college ball was going to be the
ticket But basketball’s loss was comedy’s gain and Sinbad has become one of
standup’s biggest names It began in 
 when he embarked on his “Poverty Tour”
going from city to city on the Greyhound from comedy club to comedy club work
ing for meals changing out of hotel restrooms
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Sinbad’s break was Star Search in the mid eighties He was never a winner but
good enough to get on the show seven times and become a finalist That led to a
TV movie and a role as Redd Foxx’s son on The New Redd Fox Show (“If you don’t
do this right” Redd told Sinbad “we’ll get a white boy to play the part”) The next
break came from Bill Cosby who had become a fan He cast him in The Cosby Show
spinoff A Different World Sinbad also had a stint as host of It’s Showtime at the
Apollo He starred in the title role of The Cherokee Kid on HBO and was star and
executive producer of his own acclaimed Fox TV sitcom The Sinbad Show Sinbad’s
Summer Jam Weekend which aired on HBO won the NAACP Image Award con
secutively for two years in the “Most Outstanding Variety Series/Special” category

Sinbad
His film credits include Necessary Rough
ness Houseguest Jingle All The Way First
Kid and the voice of the canine Riley in
Homeward Bound II

Sinbad also finds time for humanitarian and community services especially issues
that affect children He has worked with The Children’s Defense Fund and Omega
Boys Club In   Sinbad accompanied First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton on an
official visit to Bosnia and other European stops to provide comic relief to US
peacekeeping troops
His commitment to AIDS awareness inspired his participation in the Time Out video
produced by Arsenio Hall Communications with the proceeds benefiting the Magic
Johnson Foundation

2005 Showcase Host

Sinbad’s comedy is large physical and im
petuous He doesn’t write his material but
lives it as he remembers it He never curses
wanting people to bring the whole family
to his show He has done ad campaigns for Reebok and has appeared as celebrity
spokesperson in many television commercials for such companies as Polaroid He
also has etched his comedic observations on to the printed page in Sinbad’s Guide
to Life [Because I Know Everything] which was published by Bantam Books
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ALAN A ARMER
Professional Educator Humanitarian
Alan A Armer is a writer director and producer of great prominence in the history of American
television He taught screenwriting and directing at California State University Northridge for
eighteen years for which he won the university’s “Distinguished Teaching Award” He has made
an extraordinarily generous donation of  million to CSUN for a stateoftheart screening room
the largest gift ever received from a faculty member
With a BA in speech and drama from Stanford University and a MA in Theatre Arts from UCLA
Alan Armer was a pioneer in early television by writing producing and directing over  television
movies or series episodes for NBC and ABC—from symphony orchestra broadcasts to the historically
significant Matinee Theater a daily onehour network dramatic program
At Desilu Mr Armer produced over  episodes of The Untouchables the top ten ABC series starring
Robert Stack He produced and cowrote The Fugitive which TV Guide named the best Dramatic
Television Series of the  s and which novelist Stephen King called “absolutely the best series
done on American television There was nothing better than The Fugitive—it just turned everything
on its head”

Cinematheque Award

As the EMMY awardwinning producer of The Untouchables and The Fugitive Alan Armer has in
his eloquent narratives confronted those who seek to pervert the American Dream and has
poignantly expressed the alienation guilt redemption and salvation that are intimate factors in
the dream’s preservation
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It has been said that the tension between nightmare and dream is the fundamental theme of the
American culture Taken as a whole our media provide a continuing negotiation between the real
and the ideal between our lives and our dreams of transcendence between our own shortcomings
and aspirations and the shortcomings and aspirations of our country
In the iconic television series—in a heightened and imaginative way—Dr Richard Kimble’s life as a
fugitive an innocent man who was totally powerless relates to this sense of deep alienation and
anxiety Indeed internationally  countries took up the cause of Richard Kimble a character
who seized the collective human spirit For  years the final episode of The Fugitive held the
record for the highestrated broadcast in television history
For his work on The Fugitive Alan Armer won the EMMY television’s most coveted award from
the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences and was nominated for this award on multiple other
occasions He won the Producers Guild Award for The Untouchables and in March  Mr
Armer was inducted into the Producers Guild of America’s Hall of Fame
By approaching teaching with the same seriousness and sense of personal commitment as he did
his television production career Alan Armer became a Full Professor Head of the Screenwriting
Option on the faculty of the Cinema and Television Arts Department here at California State Uni
versity Northridge and taught all levels of screenwriting and the art of directing During his
exemplary teaching career Mr Armer—now an Emeritus Professor—was awarded in   Califor
nia State University’s Distinguished Teaching Award the citation of which describes him as an
“outstanding teacher counselor and friend of students”
The years that he has devoted to teaching suggest that Alan Armer’s vision of human experience
extends beyond the professional parameters of a Hollywood career

Perhaps the most selfless contribution that Alan Armer has made to media students and the general
California State University Northridge community is his and his wife Elaine’s donation of  million
for a  seat screening room in Manzanita Hall Mr Armer said he chose to make the gift largely
because of the fun he had teaching at CSUN “I was lucky I taught fun classes like writing and
directing I enjoyed every minute I spent working with those kids”
In  in recognition of his many contributions to cinema and television to the advancement of
young artists and to the California State University the Board of Trustees of the California State
University and California State University Northridge conferred on Alan Armer the honorary degree
of Doctor of Humane Letters
In his teaching and in his professional work Alan Armer attempts to have reality conform to the
dream—even when in the process the feat sometimes seems supremely difficult if not impossible
Under Mr Armer’s influence his fictional protagonists and his real students negotiate between
themselves and their ambitions trying to discover who they are and find what character really is
It’s the quest that’s American

Cinematheque Award

And so because such felicity is rare indeed the  CTVA Film Showcase honors the generosity
and the vision of Alan A Armer
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Darren Grant
Alumnus

Cinematheque Award

Filmmaker
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Darren Grant’s name has graced the bottom left hand corner of the openings and
closings of music videos for artists such as Brian McKnight Destiny’s Child Aaliyah
Jermaine Dupri Monica Ginuwine Kirk Franklin Chante Moore Deborah Cox
and many others His “Survivor” video for Destiny’s Child won a  MTV Video
Music Award Darren also directed the posthumous starstudded tribute video of
“Miss You” for the late Aaliyah Grant has been credited with redefining the
image of Brian McKnight and Deborah Cox helping create their crossover appeal
Darren Grant’s directing style is visually appealing and memorable With an im
pressive list of over   music video directing credits under his belt Grant’s transi
tion into feature films was inevitable
Grant was born and raised in the Seattle Washington area His mother was a vital
part of the Seattle film scene and had written and directed several awardwinning
short films

After high school he moved to San Diego for six years where he attended commu
nity college He then migrated north landing at California State University
Northridge where he graduated from the film production program in  
His feature film debut was a triumphant one the critically acclaimed Diary of a
Mad Black Woman which was released through Lions Gate Films on February 
of this year The film melds comedy drama and a love story into one complex
narrative This mixing of genres may promisingly begin a new trend in urban
movie making

Diary of a Mad Black Woman which cost  million to make opened as the num
ber one box office draw in theaters across the country earning over  million in
the first weekend It has since grossed well over  million

Cinematheque Award

As a student at Cal State Northridge Darren Grant was known as a man of integ
rity who was truly passionate about film It is his passion and integrity that we
honor tonight
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Here and Then
––running time:  min  sec /  mm––

Screening of Here and Then

Cast
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Cherise                      
George                      
Mystery man                
Guy in Bookstore             
Little girl in park             
Little girl’s Mother           
Old Man in park              
Couple in park               

Axelle Grelet
Ludwig Manukian
Dane Zinter
Nash Rightmer
Brooke Sikkema
Nancy Berni
Henry S Popell
Nash Rightmer
Sarah Duran

Crew
Producers               Nancy Berni [almdrta@yahoocom]
Marc Cuaresma [marclennard@yahoocom]
Michelle Tung [michelle@nearherenet]
Production Design       Michelle Tung
Writer/Director          Michelle Tung
Assistant Director        Amir Setoudeh [amir@printrunnercom]
Director of
Photography            Stephen Savage [savageproduct@yahoocom]
Yashar Agaev [archimmes@yahoocom]
st Assistant Camera      Scott Sawyer [nogoslos@aolcom]
nd Assistant Camera     Shana Barry
Lighting Design
& Gaffer                Klim Shapamko
Kirill Yusim
Editor                  Jorge F Guzman [jguzmanptle@maccom]
Assistant Editor         Alexander Sanicanin
Sound Crew             Mark Fulinara [me_we_@hotmailcom]
Marcy Venegas [mvgas@hotmalcom]
Music Composition       Alper Cakir
Post Production Sound    Carlos Gonzalez
Production Still          Nash Rightmer
Production Assistant     Takashi Hirai
Sarah Duran

It’s experience and
existence when love
comes and goes

Every house has its secrets   
What’s yours?

Screening of Here and Then

In Cheri’s world it
reveals in time why love
turns into unbearable
attachment and
loneliness
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Eagle Spirit
––running time:  min  sec/ mm––

Screening of Eagle Spirit

Cast
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Lunah                  Michelle Lee
William                 Michael Blake
Hillary                  Hillary Enclade
Captain Langlotz         Sal Cardile
Chief Sote               Orlando Lopez
Ashla                   Brieanna Diaz
Cavalry Officers          Larry Zeug
Sal Cardile Jr
Indian Woman           Sarah Tapia
Indian Boy              Mike Tapia
Indian Drummers        Sean Torres
Les Vion

Crew
Producer                  Beverly Abbott –– ()  
Annie Wiechert –– ( )   
Director                  Kevin North –– (

)  

Director of Photography    Shana Barry –– ()
Neil Wittman –– ()
Assistant Camera          Ivan Gatz –– () 

  
 

 

Editor                    Andy Magidow –– () 
Josh Puett –– ( ) 
Art Director               Nick Walls –– (





)  

Sound                    Chris Lee –– ()  
Corey Manlove –– ( )  
Lee Stokes –– ()  



Screening of Eagle Spirit

Artwork by Matt Mosley

A White woman who was raised by Indians is recaptured
by her White American family who attempts to
reintigrate her into society
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The Wounded Man
––running time:  min  sec/ mm––

Screening of The Wounded Man

Cast
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Joseph        
Tom          
Hammond    
Nathaniel     
Elizabeth     
Rebecca      

Joshua Shenkle
Michael Hampton
Walker Christopher
Scott McIntosh
Tara Emerson
Kristina Garcia

Doctor        Don Gilmore
Amelia        Irene Luco
Joseph’s children
Isaiah        Colt Beyer Johnson
Susan        Victoria J Hillstrom
Little Joe     Ryan O’Toole

Crew
Heather Hillstrom          Writer/Director/Producer
 

Bianca Bahena             Director of Photography


 

Joe Shanahan              Producer/Editor
 



Adrian Guillemet           Editor
  



James Schafer             Composer


 

Steven Lord               Sound
 

Alec Johnson              Sound
  

Nash Rightmer            Camera Operator


 

Andrew Keller             Additional Photography
    

Screening of The Wounded Man

In  Wyoming cowboys JOSEPH and TOM struggle with
financial hardship and the prejudiced attitudes of HAMMOND
their boss But when an injured traveler falls into their hands
Hammond’s demands only get worse Abused and exhausted the
two are forced to make a choice between their own livelihoods
and a dying man’s final wish
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Street 

––running time:  min  sec/ mm––
(Viewer Discretion Advised)

Cast
Rita      Jenny Jackson
Nova      Sue Turner Cray
Flynn     Jamieson Jones
Zack      Jason Lasater
Erica      Jamie Rae

Helen    
Gary     
Johnny   
Maria    

Michelle Guthrie
Matthew D Linhardt
Marcus Ashley
Valerie Mikita

Screening of Street 16

Crew
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Patrea Patrick        Writer/Director/Producer/Editor
Bethany Bassler      Producer
Valerie Plimpton      Producer
Richard Mbariket     Producer
Aram Aramyan       Camera
Ivan Gatz            Camera
Nancy Brindley       Script Supervisor
Shawn DeReamer     Art PA

Screening of Street 16

A runaway teen on the streets gets reformed and learns new
choices about life love and family
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Department of Cinema
and Television Arts
WWWCinemaAndTelevisioncom
College of Arts Media and Communication
California State University Northridge
The Department of Cinema and Television Arts
at California State University Northridge
provides students with academic and
professional training for careers in the
entertainment industries and educational/
corporate media fields

CTVA Department

The major prepares students for creative and management careers in commercial
or public radio television film and multimedia positions as well as related
scholarly areas The program is strongly committed to a balance between
theoretical and practical education
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Degrees Offered:

BA in Cinema and Television Arts
(seven options and one minor)
MA in Mass Communication emphasis in Screenwriting

Options/Minor:

Media Theory and Criticism Option
Screenwriting Option
Radio Television or Multimedia Production Options
Film Production Option
Electronic Media Management Option
Electronic Media Management Minor

Faculty:

Eric Edson Bob Gustafson Michael Hoggan Karen Kearns
Temma Kramer Alexis Krasilovsky Frederick Kuretski
Kenneth Portnoy Jared Rappaport Mary Schaffer John
Schultheiss Jon Stahl Nate Thomas Thelma Vickroy
Dianah Wynter

The facilities in the newly completed
Manzanita Hall offer CTVA students
the opportunity to produce films in a
professional environment
mm cameras (Arriflex Eclair
Cinema Products and Bolex) grip
equipment and portable lighting are
housed and maintained by the
engineering staff and are available for
checkout to film students

A twowall greenscreen hard cyc cove is available for special effects production in
an adjoining Insert Stage
Postproduction editing is done
using either Avid or Final Cut Pro
nonlinear editing stations These
are available for student use in
both bullpen and private suite en
vironments Senior film produc
tion students edit in the new Hol
lywood Foreign Press Association
Senior Film Editing Suite which
houses an Avid Media Composer
Adrenaline System
Grants are available through the department
for completion money to conform negatives
to the decision list and to create release prints
Newly completed is the Paul Hunter Visual
Effects/Film Graphics Room featuring state
oftheart digital animation and titling cre
ation utilizing D Max Combustion and Af
ter Effects software programs

CTVA Department

The Film Stage includes a com
plete lighting package with dim
mers A JL Fisher  Dolly with
accessories is kept on the stage for
use in student projects The ' x
' production area is fully sound
proofed and encircled with two
movable cycloramas in blue and
black The adjoining scene shop
is available for construction and
storage of sets and props
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The Film Sound Mixing Facility features an ADR/Foley Stage complex and a multi
track digital sound mixing room with Pro Tools technology and rear screen projec
tion
Each year the best works produced by CTVA film students are showcased at a
special screening at the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Industry repre
sentatives are invited to evaluate the work

Students in the CTVA television
program work in a ' x ' tele
vision studio with adjacent Scene
Shop The television studio con
tains  stateoftheart Hitachi
Z  digital television cameras
with telepromters an extensive lighting package with dimmers and movable blue
white and black cycloramas

CTVA Department

Overlooking the studio is the Video Control Room which contains a Ross Digital
Switcher with digital video effects The adjacent Sound Room is housed with a
Sony digital audio board a digicart machine and instant replay capability
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The Master Control Room has a character
generator and still store and supports re
cording and playback in Betacam SP DVC
Pro DVCAM MiniDV Umatic and VHS
video formats
Television students can also check out
from the Equipment Room An array of
portable digital cameras as well as lights
and support equipment are available for
field work 
Television students edit in Individual Ed
iting Suites with Final Cut Pro being the
preferred system
Completed programs are regularly broad
cast on the local cable stations

The Department of Cinema and Television Arts’
Cinematheque is an innovative yearround film screen
ing program housed in The Alan and Elaine Armer The
ater a stateoftheart   seat motion picture theater
on the CSUN campus The only venue of its kind in the
San Fernando Valley the Cinematheque presents the
matically designed retrospectives of classic films as well
as aesthetically significant contemporary releases––
in conjunction with the appearance of featured guest
artists for lectures and panel discussions The
Cinematheque is also intended as a regular venue for film organizations student
film competitions and conferences Collaboration is encouraged with local studios
guilds and academies for screenings and related events The Cinematheque is a
component of ARTS NORTHRIDGE

In the lobby of the Alan and Elaine Armer
Theater is a Gallery of Film Poster Art This
film poster gallery creates an appropriate
ambience to complement architect Stern’s
aesthetically pleasing edifice—and to
provide a thematically suitable entrée to
the CSUN Cinematheque The gallery will
be sustained by the internationally
acclaimed Mike Kaplan Collection of over
 pieces of vintage motion picture
posters and movie art

the CSUN
at the Alan and Elaine Armer Theatre

CTVA Department

For more information please contact:
The Department of Cinema and Television Arts
(  )    (Phone) (  )    (Fax)
wwwCSUNCinemathequecom
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Producer Mike Kaplan’s collection of
vintage prints is suitable for framing at an
exhibit at Cal State Northridge

CTVA Department

By PATRICIA WARD BIEDERMAN
Los Angeles Times Staff Writer
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Mike Kaplan claims he was born with a poster
gene As a yearold he would commandeer the
Sunday paper and carefully color in the blackand
white advertisements for the latest Broadway
shows Now a producer and independent film
maker the grownup Kaplan collects vintage movie
posters––he has more than a thousand from all over
the world
And some  of his choicest posters are on exhibit in an inaugural show devoted to the art of
the movie poster at Cal State Northridge’s new permanent gallery
Posters which often offer the first glimpse of a new movie can either pique the public’s inter
est or serve as the visual equivalent of a bad review And like the rare TV commercial that achieve
greatness the best posters transcend their mercantile purpose
The exhibit in Northridge was organized around the theme “Hollywood Worldwide” with an
eye to revealing the artfulness power and universality of the movie poster especially during its
golden age from the  s through the  s
Many vintage posters feature screen goddesses including Marilyn Monroe on an Italian poster
for Some Like It Hot and matinee idols including James Dean brooding on a poster from Argen
tina for Gigante [Giant  ]
Flanking the theater entrance are French posters by Boris Grinsson––an artist popular in half a
dozen countries ––for   ’s Sullivan’s Travels and  ’s Sunset Boulevard
Posters for those two films are perfect for a campus cinematheque as [they are] “metamov
ies movies about movies”
The exhibit––which is free and continues indefinitely––is arranged so that posters can be com
pared and contrasted Two of artist Saul Bass’ best posters from the  s are juxtaposed for
Vertigo and Anatomy of a Murder And four bright posters from the  s and ’s allow visitors
to see how Al Hirschfeld––now best known for his blackandwhite caricatures––used color
Kaplan speculates that the same unknown artist created the posters for  ’s The Private Life
of Henry VIII and  ’s Emperor Jones visible as soon as the theater doors are opened
Both films released by United Artists feature compelling portraits of their powerful stars
(Charles Laughton as Henry and Paul Robeson) and beautiful lithography long since abandoned
for cheaper reproduction methods
Kaplan whose productions include The Whales of August and Mike Hodges’ new film I’ll Sleep
When I’m Dead began his film career in marketing and has long believed that posters can play an
important role in promoting films
He conceived one of the best known poster campaigns in modern film history––the poster for
Stanley Kubrick’s : A Space Odyssey which features a kind of intergalactic fetus and the phrase
“the ultimate trip”
Kaplan disliked the original campaign for the   movie which emphasized its futuristic space
technology “The movie was originally being sold ‘on the hardware’ instead of its imaginative

—Los Angeles Times  December 

CTVA Department

exploration of human experience” he said “I wanted humanity in the campaign something that
people could relate to”
Kaplan finally prevailed although initially Kubrick––who referred to the fetus image as “the
star child”––”embargoed the image because he didn’t want to give too much away” Kaplan re
called
Since then Kaplan has helped create posters with artists David Hockney (for the   docu
mentary about him A Bigger Splash) and Don Bachardy (for Robert Altman’s 
Short Cuts one
of several Altman films Kaplan helped market)
He has also worked on seven poster campaigns with British airbrush artist Philip Castle includ
ing the menacing Malcolm McDowell poster for A Clockwork Orange
Kaplan and Castle’s collaborations on the posters for Altman’s A Wedding and Hodges’ I’ll Sleep
When I’m Dead which are the latest additions to the Northridge show illustrate how a finished
poster evolves
Kaplan looks for the best posters for a film wherever they come from He likes examples that
evoke emotions and incorporate ideas He seeks out artistically sophisticated designs like the show’s
minimalist Swedish posters from the  s and ’ s And he tends to prefer original artwork over
photographs on posters
Successful illustration he said “elevates the piece and makes it more important”
Kaplan who recently moved to Idaho won’t say how much he has invested in posters al
though he acknowledges that some cost “thousands”
But Brian Chanes portfolio manager for the Beverly Hills auction house Profiles in History
said posters continue to be coveted Hollywood collectibles Those promoting horror films lead the
pack he said In  a poster for 
’s The Mummy sold for  
Recently the company sold a Dracula lobby card for  Chanes said
Like a fond father Kaplan has many favorites Lillian Gish whose last movie was The Whales
of August wrote “This is a moment I’ll never forget” on Kaplan’s poster for her   silent classic
Way Down East Kaplan explained why: Gish was in real danger while filming the icefloe rescue
scene featured on the poster and her fingers were permanently damaged by the freezing water
Another favorite is the rare three[sheet] poster for Errol Flynn’s 
The Dawn Patrol about
flying aces in World War I It is the only example known to exist and Kaplan praises its elegance
its sense of movement and its unusual colors including earth tones instead of blue for the sky
He also treasures the socalled “three sheet” because it was such a hassle to get He found the
top twothirds in Mark Ricci’s chaotic Memory Shop a oncefamous collectors’ haunt in New York
City
The irascible Ricci had to be cajoled into allowing customers to examine his stock Kaplan wrote
of the experience “but always the quest was worth it    Discovering [ The Dawn Patrol poster’s]
beauty and knowing its rarity produced a rush that is an infrequent but longedfor reaction for the
addicted collector”
Such large posters were often slapped up on walls and rarely survived In hopes of finding the
missing bottom third Kaplan ran an ad in a collectors’ publication A New Jersey collector had the
missing piece Not just any missing piece but the very one that had originally been part of Kaplan’s
poster
The other collector had also found it at the Memory Shop
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The Hollywood Foreign Press Association
The Hollywood Foreign Press Association is extraordinarily generous in supporting educational
programs nationally The Hollywood Foreign Press Association presented a record of 
in financial grants to film schools and nonprofit organizations in  during its annual installa
tion luncheon honoring its   slate of officers at the Beverly Hills Hotel The amount is
the largest single year endowment ever contributed by the association In the past  years the
HFPA has bestowed more than    in financial grants Daily Variety publisher Charles Koones
presented HFPA President Lorenzo Soria with an award to the Association as the publication’s
 Philanthropist of the Year
“The Presentation of Financial Grants and Installation Luncheon is an annual event of major impor
tance to the Hollywood Foreign Press Associa
tion because this is the time we get to distrib
ute a lot of money to some very worthy organi
zations” said Soria “The Golden Globes is our
fundraising night in which we celebrate artis
tic achievements This luncheon is a great op
portunity for us to give back to the community”
Jim Carrey announced grants to CalArts School
of Film/Video UCLA School of Theatre Film and
Television; California State University

Acknowledgments

Northridge Dept of Cinema and Televi
Television Arts; North Carolina School of the
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Arts Foundation and Columbia University
School of the Arts Natalie Portman announced
grants to Cal State Summer School Arts Foun
dation Los Angeles County High School for the
Arts Foundation Young Musicians Foundation
Jim Carrey announced the grants.
© HFPA
National Association of Latino Independent Pro
ducers California State University Los Angeles College of Natural and Social Sciences Los Angeles
County Alliance for Student Achievement for the Douglas Playground Award and Los Angeles
Latino International Film Festival
The Hollywood Foreign Press Association is known worldwide for its Golden Globe Awards at the
end of January every year However in between those televised gala events the HFPA mem
bers—all working journalists—spend the rest of the year interviewing film and television person
alities and telling the world about various aspects of show business
Historical Context It all began in the early  s a time riddled with contradictions The world
was in flames Pearl Harbor had drawn America into the World War atomic fission had succeeded
soldiers and civilians were dying by the millions—and in Hollywood strangely enough creativity
was at an alltime high Audiences hungry for diversions were seeking out films honoring figures
of heroic dimensions stories offering inspiration and entertainment to those who were coping
with pain loss fear worry and despair The release of the film Casablanca coincided with the
Allied occupation of Casablanca (  ) In the midst of this a handful of nonAmerican journalists
tried to get reports through to their home countries and began helping each other sharing con
tacts and material
Already in 
 the Hollywood Association of Foreign Correspondents (HAFCO) had been formed
and in   The Foreign Press Society appeared briefly Both terminated abruptly although HAFCO
had a fleeting moment of fame when celebrities such as Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford showed

up at the HAFCO International Ball at
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel One thing
was clear: the idea of banding together
was not only healthy but necessary In
   a number of respected foreign
journalists started the Hollywood For
eign Press Association instigated by the
correspondent for the British Daily
Mail In   a group of working news
paper men and women most of whom
were founding members withdrew
and formed the Foreign Press Associa
tion with strict rules for membership
The two associations existed side by
side and frequently interacted until
President Lorenzo Soria hosted the 2004 grants and
  when the Hollywood Foreign
installation luncheon at the Beverly Hills Hotel. © HFPA
Press Association united actively work
ing reporters from both groups now with definite guidelines and requirements for membership
active and affiliate

The California State University Northridge
Department of Cinema and Television Arts would like
to especially thank Ms Dagmar Dunlevy Hollywood
Foreign Press Association for her continuing
dedicated support of our program and students

Dagmar Dunlevy
Photo©Eric Charbonneau/BEI

HFPA
HOLLYWOOD
Foreign Press
ASSOCIATION
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Each year the members are required to present recent bylined articles for continued active status
and participation in the association’s activities which include more than two hundred annual inter
view opportunities with leading actors directors and writers working in motion pictures and televi
sion There are also set visits participation in press days in other cities within (and occasionally
outside) the United States as well as film festivals in other countries where one important duty of
those attending is to scout for interesting foreign language films to screen for HFPA members;
another is to establish cultural exchanges with directors actors jurors and fellow journalists around
the world In order to vote on the association’s annual awards the Golden Globes members see
well over  domestic films released each year along with foreign language films motion pictures
made for television and prime time television series
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SPECIAL THANKS
The CSUN Student Film Showcase is made possible through a grant from
the CSUN Associated Students Instructionally Related Activities
Committee
Committee scholarship awards by the Hollywood Foreign Press
Association and with the generous help of the following:
Professor Nate Thomas
Mark Schaubert

Showcase Director/Head Film Production Option
Showcase Producer

Professor Fred Kuretski
Professor Temma Kramer
Porfessor Michael Hoggan
Dr Fred Ginsberg
Richard Ollis
Jenée Muyeau
Joel Kranz
Professor Jon Stahl
Dr Kenneth Portnoy
Professor Karen Kearns

Showcase Founder/Sr Film Production Faculty
Sr Film Production Faculty
Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Screenwriting Faculty
Head Screenwriting Option
Head Radio/Television/
Multimedia Production Options
Head Electronic Media Management Option
Director Entertainment Industry Institute
CTVA Department Chair
Department of Music

Dr Robert Gustafson
Dr John Schultheiss
Professsor Elizabeth Sellers

Acknowledgments

Dr Jolene Koester
Dr William Toutant
Dr Cynthia Rawitch
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Gailya Brown

President California State University Northridge
Dean College of Arts Media and Communication
Associate Dean
College of Arts Media and Communication
Director of Developpment
College of Arts Media and Communication

KCSNFM
Carmen Ramos Chandler

Director CSUN News and Information

Mary Hendriks
Amy Cann
Myesha Williams

CTVA Administrative Analyst
CTVA Department Secretary
CTVA Office Staff

Michael Bryant
Tom Darin
John Felz
Bob Hurley
George Johnson
Valerie Sand
Dave Weiland

CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering

Phil Chow
Neil Maiers
David Sonnenschein

Cover Design
Crossroads Films
Sound Design Consultant

Our appreciation is also extended for the support of our student filmmakers by
Panavision Kodak and Fuji

Thank you for your support of tonight’s Student Film
Showcase We hope that you have enjoyed the program
While CSUN is a public institution many of its programs could
not exist without the help of private donations Contributions
of money equipment and services played a large role in the
success of tonight’s program
We would also like to thank those members of the CSUN
Cinematheque whose generous contributions make the
extensive film program and poster gallery collection possible

Silver
Antelope Entertainment
Bronze
Amber Gomez
IBS Productions LLC
Anita Petrossian
Albert Salaz Jr

Acknowledgments

Gold
Flory and John Schultheiss
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